
 
 
 

TERM OF RESPONSIBILITY 
 
 

I acknowledge that FODAXMAN EXTREME TRIATHLON is a race of extreme           

physical and psychological demands, which represents a risk of serious injury,           

material loss and even death. In this way I declare that I am aware and assume                

all risks of participating in FODAXMAN EXTREME TRIATHLON and its          

consequences. I declare that I am physically fit, that I will train sufficiently to              

participate in the event and that I was not advised by any medical professional              

not to participate in this event. I hereby waive the organization of FODAXMAN             

EXTREME TRIATHLON, as well as all of its sponsors, supporters, directors,           

producers, volunteers, municipal, state and federal levels of any and all claims            

and/or liabilities for death, personal injury, disability partial or permanent          

damages, material damages, medical or hospital expenses, theft or damages of           

any kind, including economic losses, that may arise in the future related to my              

participation in the event, even if such losses, damages or liens are caused by              

negligent acts and/or omissions of the persons and/or entities listed at the            

beginning of this paragraph. I am aware that there is traffic of vehicles and              

people on the course, and I take all the risks of swimming, pedaling and running               

on this course. I also assume any and all OTHER RISKS associated with my              

participation in FODAXMAN EXTREME TRIATHLON, including but not limited to          

falls and accidents, weather effects such as heat, cold and humidity, road            

conditions, any hazards that may be generated by the spectators, or volunteers.            

I agree not to prosecute any of the persons or entities in this listed paragraph for                

any reason whatsoever, freeing them of any liabilities under conditions of the            

structures and materials used in the event, the rules of the event or areas in               

which the event will occur. I agree to assign the rights of my name and my                

image to the organizers of FODAXMAN EXTREME TRIATHLON for the purpose of            

publicizing and promoting the event and I hereby waive any and all rights to              

compensation arising out of the use of my image or my name. I am aware that                

sending this term, although fully and correctly filled, does not guarantee my            

participation in FODAXMAN EXTREME TRIATHLON. I DECLARE that I will be at            

least 18 (eighteen) years of age or older on the day of the race.  

 

NAME:____________________________  

PLACE:_______________________ 

Signature:______________________ 

DATE:________________________  


